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IPartna Program

OBJECTIVE
Welcome to IPartna by Jacques Technologies. IPartna provides you with training and knowledge development improving your ability to sell Jacques,
win orders, and install and configure our systems with confidence, ultimately improving your bottom line. The program offers courses designed
to deliver related content to your technicians and business development personnel. Our technical courses are based around our 650 (IP) and 550
series intercom systems. Our 650 series business development course outlines the features and benefits of our IP Communications Systems so that
you may confidently sell integrated solutions to your customers.
Our goal is to provide you with the tools, knowledge and experience to confidently sell, install and configure our systems. We aim to work
closely with you to ensure your customer receives a Jacques Integrated Communications System that we believe exceeds their expectations, and
increases your bottom line.

Premium Technical & Enterprise
IPartna subscription packages
aimed to provide you with the
tools, knowledge and experience
to confidently sell, install and
configure our systems.
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COMPANY PROFILE
Jacques Technologies is a market leader in the innovation, technological design and development
of integrated IP video and audio communication systems. Operating IP technology, we provide
our video and audio intercom and public address solutions to worldwide markets. Designed,
engineered and manufactured in Australia to quality standards, our products and solutions are
most suited to environments where security, safety and communication is paramount.
Our core competencies are combining IP technology with our 35 years of experience in audio
products to produce flexible intercom, emergency and information help point and public address
systems.
Over a decade ago, we pioneered the use of IP technology within the intercom and public
address space. Today, Jacques IP Communication Systems are dynamic and efficient across
endless market applications. Our systems’ use of IP technology ensures scalability and
design flexibility. With the scope to achieve systems with virtually an unlimited number of IP
intercom endpoints and public address zones and flexible configuration options - a Jacques IP
Communication System should fit effortlessly into any environment.
Australian designed and manufactured our exceptional combination of quality hardware and
software expertise ensures Jacques’ systems seamlessly integrate with many world class, third
party systems including building and security management, telephony, CCTV and access control
systems. This integration, when combined with our IP architecture has resulted in our systems
being successfully installed across many market verticals, worldwide.
Our IP Communication System allows you to provide your customer with an intercom, emergency
help point and public address system to suit their requirements. Our system devices are true
IP devices, meaning they connect simply to any port on an Ethernet switch. With flexibility to
configure the system, device settings, and call topology you can create simple or advanced
systems to meet your customer’s expectations, whatever the market application.

“OUR IP COMMUNICATION
SYSTEM BOASTS IP TECHNOLOGY
ENSURING SCALABILITY AND
DESIGN FLEXIBILITY”
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CORE COMPETENCIES
True IP platform

Customisation

Our completely IP platform for intercom and public address

As our engineering and production facility is Brisbane based, Jacques

systems offer unlimited scalability and system-design flexibility and

remains flexible to changes of scope during project phases. As

can include third-party integration. This results in an adaptable

every project is somewhat different, our ability to offer product and

communication system suited to many market verticals.

software customisation ultimately ensures the client receives exactly

Our true IP platform provides you with a flexible and adaptable
communication system.

Integration
Our communication systems integrate seamlessly with a large

what they want.
Our customisation capabilities ensures you can confidently offer
your customers what they want, knowing Jacques can deliver.

Our people

number of security and building management, CCTV, digital

Our team of talented engineers along with all department team

telephony, and access control systems to provide a cohesive security

members are part of the Jacques family. The depth and breadth

solution to meet your needs.

of knowledge present within our people provides a wealth of

Our integration capabilities ensure you can leverage our knowledge
when developing your own integrations or onsite installations.

Australian made

experience on which to draw from.
Access to our people and hence their knowledge and experience is
part of our offered services.

Jacques proudly designs, engineers and manufactures our products
in Australia to high standards. We supply them to our customers
worldwide.
Our Australian made product ensures you receive quality product
every time.
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DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY
The Jacques development methodology is designed to engage you - our customer - through the entire process.
Whether we are developing software or hardware our methodology aims to ensure clarity, objectives, deliverables
and that time frames are met.
Via the IPartna Enterprise program you will gain unprecedented access to our product development roadmap.
This will ensure clarity for your business’ strategic planning and growth as you understand Jacques’ program for
developing and releasing new products.

“OUR CORE COMPETENCIES MAKE JACQUES
A MARKET LEADER. LEVERAGE OFF OUR
KNOWLEDGE VIA THE IPARTNA PROGRAM”

Software

Proficiencies

Your involvement in the ongoing development process should

•

ensure required features and functionality is included, evaluated
and delivered, ultimately meeting your project timeframes and
outcomes.
Since all our software is conceptualised, designed, developed and
tested in-house, we are well placed in the market to respond to

robustness
•

Critical to the ongoing national and international success of Jacques
is the ability of our IP Communication Systems to integrate with a

•

team of talented software engineers, together with the support of a

•

integrate with many building and security management, digital

Design validation; prototype setup and testing, measurements,
test automation, stress and volume testing

•

Software development; Linux and Windows cross platform
interoperability

•

Embedded system development; ARM, PAL, FPGA, CPLD, and
other microcontrollers

number of highly recognised partners, have developed a wide range
of high level interfaces (HLI) ensuring Jacques systems seamlessly

Mechanical design; sheet metal fabrication, injection moulding,
stainless steel, 3D printing, polymer casting

large number of third party systems, ultimately providing end users
a highly flexible and cohesive solution to meet their needs. Our

PCB design; schematics, rule creation and validation, routing,
signal integrity, EMC/EMI

your project requirements and provide software customisation.

Integration Development

Electronic design; analogue, digital, high speed, signal

•

Networking; Ethernet, VoIP, SIP, audio and video compression,
broadband and wireless protocols

telephony, CCTV and access control systems.

Hardware
Leveraged from our ongoing success as market leaders in the secure
facilities market, all of our products are designed and manufactured
to withstand harsh environments and continued usage. Thousands
of hours of research and development are invested in our products
each year. Our team of dedicated mechanical and electrical
engineers strive to materialise the latest concepts in audio, video,
circuit board design and capacity to deliver market leading products.
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DEVELOPING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
Program
Jacques provides you with a comprehensive online training platform offering courses across both our 650 and 550 series systems; introduction
through to system configuration. Courses include step-by-step instruction, video tutorials, documentation and brochures as content.
Following the completion of the online modules, a one day course at Jacques head office is offered to facilitate further learning and can be
specifically tailored to suit any upcoming project requirements.

Courses

Course 550TO provides knowledge on the topology and components

Course 650BO provides knowledge on the business development

of the 550 Series System, wiring, products, programming and parts.

functions relating to the 650 series system and includes:

This is a standalone technical course providing certification upon
completion for the 550 Series System or can be completed alongside
650-TO | 650 Series System Technical Training, giving the participant
knowledge on the connections between both systems (hybrid). This
course includes a compulsory onsite module whereby students put
theory into practice. A day onsite with Jacques technicians allows
students to practice their new skills. Training is tailored to the
project requirements of the attendees.

650BO-4 | Selling with Jacques
Learn how to sell the 650 Series system into various market streams
650BO-6 | Developing with Jacques
Learn how to request development to ensure your security solution
meets your client’s expectations.

Course 650TO provides knowledge in three core sections; overview of the 650 series system (IP communication system), basic configuration and
advanced configuration.
There are three sections to this course:
650TO-1 | Understanding the 650 system

650TO-3 | Advanced 650 system configuration

System Overview

IP Configuration

Sub-systems and their relationships

Upgrading

Core features

Configure by Feature

Product Families

Configure by Product
Configure by Software Applications

650TO-2 | Basic 650 system configuration
System Connections

650TO-4 | Optional onsite training

Basic Configuration

This course includes an optional onsite module whereby students

Database Configuration

put theory into practice. A day onsite with Jacques technicians allows

Controller and Software Basics

students to practice their new skills. Training is tailored to the project

Backup and Maintenance Basics

requirements of the attendees.
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CERTIFICATION
Completing any of our courses ensures technicians achieve Jacques Accredited Technician status relating to the related system (650 and/or
550 series). Achieving Accredited Technician status has a number of benefits and inclusions:
•

Certificate of accreditation for each completed course

•

Jacques accredited technician logo for your use

•

Ongoing access to our online training system

•

Technician accredited listing on www.jacques.com.au

•

Jacques marketing of Accredited Technicians - online, social media, print

•

Priority and free support ticket resolution

Achieving Accredited Technician status ensures your customers know you are expertly qualified to install Jacques systems, ensuring your
customers receive the functionality and installation to meet their needs. The more knowledge of our systems your technicians have, the
better your labour utilisation during onsite installation and commissioning. This will ultimately ensure confident project quoting and
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labour management, ensuring your margin is uncompromised.
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TECHNICAL SUPPORT
The Jacques website provides a support portal providing customers 24/7 access to our knowledge base and for lodging support tickets for
resolution by our Australian based support team. Our support technicians have expert knowledge of our system, if there is a problem onsite
or a configuration question needing an answer, guaranteed these technicians can solve it for you. They have lived and breathed Jacques for
many years, know all the ins and outs and are able to provide you with the assistance you require. Our self-help knowledge base is filled with
frequently asked questions along with helpful configuration videos allowing you to access assistance at any time.
Confidently know an answer is only a phone call or click away. Our local technical support provides free access to accredited users.

DEVELOPMENT DOMAIN
The Jacques Development Domain is our playground; it’s where we test, push-to-the-limit and interrogate our products and systems. The
program allows you unprecedented access to this facility. Here we can demonstrate the advanced capabilities of our system allowing you to
broaden your knowledge.
Within this facility you can:
Configure and test a system concept prior to providing it as a solution to your customer.
Put your training into practice using real systems, while having access to help and assistance from our technicians if you need it.
Participate in head office / group training sessions targeted to specific sites, markets or functionality.

Our goal is to provide you with the tools, knowledge and experience to confidently sell, install and configure our systems. Access to our
Centre of Excellence allows you to hone your skills and expand your knowledge in a test environment with access to support from our
helpful staff.
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PREMIUM
TECHNICAL

artna

Train . Develop . Grow

ENTERPRISE

PROGRAM INCLUSIONS
CORPORATE
Company IPartna Accreditation



Marketing & promotion



Centre of Excellence access



Business listing on jacques.com.au



Product warranty extension (2 Years)

*

INDIVIDUAL

Online Training - Module 1 | Understanding Systems

















Online Training - Module 4 | Selling Systems & Packaging



Online Training - Module 5 | 550 Series System





Online Training - Module 6 | Developing with Jacques



1 day)+





Unlimited access to online webinars





Priority ticket resolution support





Flat rate/person

Scaled rate/enrolment volume

Annual rate/person

Annual rate/person

FEE STRUCTURE
Initial year
Subsequent years
+

Requires prerequisite modules be completed

Contact us for a quote

* Refer to Terms and Conditions

p | +61 7 3846 8400
e | sales@jacques.com.au
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